Legends to Supplementary Figures
are UV-sensitive in S-phase. The indicated strains where arrested in S-phase by a 6.5-hour treatment with 11mM HU at 25°C, and then irradiated at the indicated doses. Figure S2 . nse1-C216S also suppresses, to varying extends, the DNA damage sensitivity of nse3-1 and nse4-1. MMS; HU and UV sensitivity assays were performed as described previously for single and nse1-C216S double mutants. (A) nse3-1 sensitivity to MMS and HU (top) is suppressed by nse1-C216S as well as the UV sensitivity (bottom). (B) nse4-1 sensitivity to HU (top) is suppressed by nse1-C216S as well as a partial suppression of MMS (top) and UV sensitivity (bottom). Note that the suppression of nse3-1 and nse4-1 by nse1-C216S is not as strong as the suppression observed for smc6-74 and smc6-X.
Altogether, this shows that the suppression is neither allele nor gene specific.
Figure S3
. nse1-C216S does not suppress rad21-K1. rad21-K1 is temperature sensitive allele of the cohesin kleisin-encoding gene, and is sensitive to DNA damage at permissive temperature. This is not suppressed by nse1-C216S. Spots are 10-fold serial dilutions, and plates were incubated at 25°C for 5 days. deleted for residues 142-304 that removes the DEAH motif in the helicase domain (pFml1∆) were transformed into the indicated strains, and were expressed from the nmt1 promoter. MMS sensitivity assays indicated that only wild type Fml1 was capable of rescuing the phenotype conferred by fml1∆. Figure S7 . Recruitment of Rad52 to loci tested in ChIP assays. Cells growing at 30°C were treated as the cells used in Figures 8-10 . Cells were harvested without treatment (NT), or incubated with 10mM HU for 3-hours, followed by 10mM caffeine for 2-hours (HU + Caffeine), or incubated with 0.005% MMS.
Rad52-YFP ChIP was then performed, and expressed as fold-enrichment over an isogenic untagged control. Data are mean±SEM, n=3-6.
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